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About me
• Primary research area is
perception and action, as well as
ultrasound biofeedback for
articulation and motor movement
• Currently a postdoc in the
Psychology department at UC
studying motor control
• Supported on NIH grant to gamify
ultrasound biofeedback therapy
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Learning
outcomes

(1) The participant will be able to explain
three benefits of incorporating video
games in therapy.
(2) The participant will be able to
describe four principles of gamification
that can complement their therapy plans.
(3) The participant will be able to identify
cultural considerations involved in using
video games during therapy.
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General population for this talk
• Older children (7 and up)
• Some of these principles may be applicable to adult populations, but I
will be using examples with children who are 7 to 18
• ”Children who like to play video games” could be a good shorthand
for the group we will be talking about. May include kids with
• Autism or other behavioral disorders
• Expressive/receptive language disorders
• Speech sound disorders
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What do you think of when
you hear “game” and
“gaming”?
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Part I
Using principles of gamification in therapy
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How many of these
pictures demonstrate
“Gamification”?
Image credit: Pixabay

Image credit: Understood.com

Image credit: Bill Branson, Wikijmedia Commons

Image credit: Crystalskiddos, Etsy
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What is the
difference
between
gaming and
playing?

1

2

Playing: Free-form, non-rulebased, expressive, free-will
participation

Gaming: clearly defined goals
that provide purpose,
consistently-defined rules,
steady feedback system that
guarantees goals can be
reached, free-will
participation and acceptance
of rules

(Caillois, 1961; McGonigal, 2011)
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• Gamification (Definition):
• The use of game design elements in
a non-game context. (Deterding et
al., 2011)

Gamification

• Gamification requires:
• Rule-based design
• “You get X points by doing X
task.”

• A goal orientation

• “You need to get the most
points.”
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How many of these
pictures demonstrate
“Gamification”?
Image credit: Pixabay

Image credit: Understood.com

Image credit: Crystalskiddos, Etsy

Image credit: Bill Branson, Wikijmedia Commons
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Three main benefits of
gamification
• Gamification in education allows for different educational
and behavior modification activities (Hamari & Tuunanen,
2014; Hamari, Koivisto, & Sarsa, 2014; Dominguez et al.,
2013)
• Gamification improves concentration, engagement,
motivation (Goehle, 2013; Cózar-Gutiérrez & Sáez-López,
2016; Vassileva, 2012)
• Gamified educational systems improve student learning
(Nah et al., 2014; Pedro et al., 2015, Nand et al., 2019)
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Research on benefits of gamification in a healthrelated context
• Increase in activity (“active” video games,
such as Dance Dance Revolution) (Brown,
2006; Warburton et al., 2007)
• Pain management (Das et al., 2005; Gold
et al., 2006)
• Health education (Griffiths, 2005)
• Street and fire safety education (Coles et
al., 2007)

• Diabetes management (Brown et al.,
1997; Kumar et al., 2004)
• Asthma management (Bartholomew et
al., 2000; Rubin et al., 1986; Yawn et al.,
2000)
• Mental health (Wilkinson et al., 2008)
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From 38 RCTs using
video game
intervention
compared to control
groups

From systematic review of
video games’ effect on
health behaviors in RCTs
(Primack et al., 2012)

• Intervention games with
most positive outcomes were
in the fields of physical
therapy and psychological
therapy
• Outcomes more positive for
RCTs less than 12 weeks long:
70% positive outcomes
• Average retention rate: 93%
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Conclusions

• Behaviorally-based interventions can
benefit from gamification techniques
• Significant difference in outcomes in RCTs
when compared to control group

• Shorter treatment durations have
better outcomes than longer durations
(12 weeks vs. 24 weeks)
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SLP games

• Video game-based system improved speech nasalization in
small sample of children with VPD (Cler et al., 2016).

Emerging research suggests that video games
can be used to augment treatment of speech
and language disorders:

• Video game design principles can enhance SLP therapy
(Folkins et al., 2016)
• Improved English /r/-/l/ perception in Japanese speakers
learning English (Lim & Holt, 2011).

Autism
Nasality (Resonance disorders)
Speech sound disorders
Auditory rehabilitation
And related skills such as:
Improving speech-in-noise perception
Improving second-language learning

• Entertainment video game can be incorporated into
treatment for a child’s voice disorder (King et al., 2012).
• Auditory rehabilitation may be assisted by video games that
incorporate speech recognition and visual feedback (NavarroNewball et al., 2014).
• An immersive auditory-based game helped people improve
their speech-in-noise perception (Whitton et al., 2014).
• Visual feedback of acoustic information in game format
improved /r/ production in a case study of 13 year old girl
(McAllister Byun et al., 2017)
• https://wp.nyu.edu/byunlab/projects/start/
• People with autism reported multiple benefits from playing
video games, such as social friendships (Finke et al., 2018).
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So why does
“gamification"
work?

• Games satisfy some of our
most basic needs, which
drives users to keep playing
the games, including in a
health-related context
(Przybylski et al., 2010;
Baranowski et al., 2008)

• Need for autonomy
• Clients become active
participants with roles; they
can analyze and problemsolve (Folkins et al., 2016)
• Need for relatedness
• Clients want situations that
foster social bonds, allowing
them to work with peers
• Need for competence and
mastery of controls
• Clients respond to clear
rules, skill-graded challenges,
and positive feedback
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Theory of Reasoned Action:
My intent to participate in a behavior =
• My beliefs about the behavior + • My social context in relation to
• “What do I have to do, exactly?”
• “Will I get something out of doing
this?”
• “By doing this, do I lose out on
something I would rather do?”
• “Do I enjoy doing things like this?”

the behavior

• “Do other people think this is a
good thing to do?”
• “Does this thing help me to do
things in the world that I want to
do?”
• “Does this thing increase my
status/cool factor?”
• “Does this thing help my family or
friends or others?”

(Fischbein & Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen & Fischbein, 1980)
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In speech and language therapy….
•

My beliefs about the behavior
• “What do I have to do, exactly?”
•

“Will I get something out of doing this?”

•

“By doing this, do I lose out on something I would rather do?”

•

“Do I enjoy doing things like this?”

Image from https://www.bucksiu.org/child-student-services/speech-and-language-services
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In a video game…
• My beliefs about the behavior
• “What do I have to do,
exactly?”
• “Will I get something out of
doing this?”
• “By doing this, do I lose out
on something I would rather
do?”
• “Do I enjoy doing things like
this?”
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Gamification doesn’t always work!
• User qualities may interact with success:
• Some environments and users show significant effects
from gamification—but not everybody! (Hamari, 2013;
Hamari & Koivisto, 2013; Montola et al., 2013)
• People interact with ”game-like” systems for different
reasons and in different ways (Hamari & Tuunanen, 2013;
Yee, 2006)
• Different ”players” will have different experiences in the
game-like context (Huotari & Hamari, 2012)
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Non-responders?
• Most gamified systems use similar gamification
elements: rankings, points, badges, trophies.
• These systems are using a one size fits all
approach to gamification—as if all students are
the same.
• Customized gamification may be the solution.
• Tailor gamified solutions to “gamer type.”
(Oliveira & Bittencourt, 2019)
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Part II
Principles of gamification
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Five main principles of gamification
(Nah et al., 2013)
• Goal orientation
• Layers of goals (long term supported by short-term goals) with increasing challenges help
sustain learners’ motivation and engagement
• Achievement
• Recognizing achievements creates gratitude, which enhances motivation and engagement
• Reinforcement
• Prizes and feedback due to performance offers gratification, negative feedback offers
correction which can help guide someone towards goals
• Competition
• Increases engagement and focus. Requires explicit and strict rules so that an internal sense of
control is developed (Reeves & Reed, 2009)
• Fun orientation
• A necessary requirement!
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How can I put principles of gamification to work in my therapy?
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BrainHex Gamer Types

Achiever

Conquerer

Seeker

Nacke et al., 2014

Daredevil

Socializer

Mastermind

Survivor

You can find your “gamer type” at: http://survey.ihobo.com/BrainHex/
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Gamification elements for gamer types
(Oliveira & Bittencourt, 2019)
Gamer type
Achiever
Conquerer
Daredevil
Mastermind
Seeker
Socializer
Survivor

Gamification element
Team missions, points, badges, trophies, surprise rewards
Ranking, leaderboard, limited time, badges
Ranking, leaderboard, progress bar
Progress bar, points, badges, ranking, leaderboard, limited
time/timing
Choose the prizes, ranking, leaderboard, limited time/timing
Team missions, ranking, leaderboard, comparison
Progress bar, points, ranking, leaderboard, limited time/timing
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Relationships between “gamer types”

M asterm ind
(20)

Seeker (14)

Daredevil
(10)

Socializer,
Conquerer
(6)

Me
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Gamification
elements

(Motivational Affordances)
And where to find them
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Points

• Indicate success or achievement
• Points can be ”credits” in some educational games (Kumar & Khurana, 2012)
• Can be used as a form of money or to calculate the progress of a user
Where can I find a points counter?
-Tap Counter (Android)
(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tapcounter.svimph.com.tapcounter&hl=en_US&gl=US)
-Tap Tap Counter (iPhone) https://apps.apple.com/us/app/tap-tap-counter/id309642627
-Excel Spreadsheets are a simple way to input and save points for clients

30
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Levels/Stages
• This is a way to give people a feeling of progression
• Initial levels are easy
• Note that moving up in levels does not necessarily
correspond with learning (Goehle, 2013)
• Where can I find levels/stages template?
• Alice Keeler’s “Level Up Game Badge Template” on Google Docs.
Uses Excel. Formulas are pre-set.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nTyQ9TupzUfqElnxg0uy5i
YhllaH9HPu_3riYi9P0XU/edit#gid=0
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Badges
•

Badges are sim ilar to girl or boy scout patches: they indicate a
m ark of achievem ent or appreciation.

•

Badges are earned for com pleting discrete challenges. M ay be
related to com pleting content OR displaying desirable
behavior.

•

Badges m otivate students to continue working on future goals
(Alencar et al., 2015; O ’Donovan et al, 2013)

•

W here can I find badges?
•

See previous slide (Alice Keeler ’s tem plate)

•

Slides Carnival has powerpoint/google doc tem plates
that contain stylized pics that can be used as badges at
the end of each tem plate
(https://w w w.slidescarnival.com )
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Progress bar
• Unlike badges (which display a completed goal),
progress bars are used to show progression towards
the goal.
• Many studies have implemented progress bars in
gamified educational tasks, i.e. Berkling & Thomas,
2013; O’Donovan et al., 2013; Raymer, 2011
• Students who need reminders that they are making
progress can find a benefit from progress bars.
• Where can I find a progress bar template?
• Alice Keeler’s Progress Bar template (uses
Google Docs)
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11e
aiAioe5H44dfxDzmXwulgfia-KvC_NzLJgJwBgGM/edit#gid=0
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Leaderboards
•

“Leaderboards” m otivate by creating a sense of interest in
com paring one’s ow n achievem ents to others’ achievem ents

•

Typically leaderboards display the top 5 or 10 perform ers’
current scores and levels (m etric can be chosen day-to-day)

•

Leaderboards rank highest in m otivating students (O ’Donovan
et al., 2013)

•

W here can I find a leaderboard tem plate?
•

Leaderboard & Badging Tem plate System by
teachingabovethetest.com
http://w w w.teachingabovethetest.com /2017/12/leader
board-and-badging-w ith-google.htm l

•

Leaderboard Tem plate from Tam my ’s Tech Tips for
Teachers http://tam myworcester.com /gam eleaderboards/
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Prizes/Rewards
•

Prizes and rewards are effective in m otivating learners

•

The tim ing and size of rewards is im portant: sm all, frequent,
evenly-tim ed rewards are superior (Raym er, 2011)

•

Rewards can be tangible or “in-gam e” (i.e. character/avatar
upgrades— for our purposes, can be “extra break”, “activity
choice”, etc.)

•

Som e children prefer to pick prizes and others enjoy the
surprise of a random prize

•

W here can I find a random prize picker?
•

•

Select random nam es out of a hat w ith Excel:
https://exceljet.net/lessons/how-to-pick-nam es-out-ofa-hat-w ith-excel
Select a prize from a user-generated list of prizes:
https://w w w.random result.com /pick.php
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Feedback on performance is important, but timing and frequency of
feedback have important effects on learning.
For motor skill learning, it is best to provide frequent feedback early on
(and reduce frequency of feedback as accuracy increases) (Maas et al.,
2008)

Feedback

For other kinds of learning (such as learning to do math problems),
frequent and immediate feedback helps to improve engagement in the
learning task (Raymer, 2011; Kapp, 2012)
Feedback can be on *knowledge of performance* (KP) or *knowledge
of results* (KR). KP is considered superior for early stages of learning,
such as right after a lesson is introduced (Maas et al., 2008)
• KP: “You looked at the chapter introduction to understand w hat the unit is about— that
helped you w rite your topic sentence.”
• KR: “Great topic sentence.”
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Photo credit: channey, unsplash.com

Case 1
Jaden is a 10 year old boy with poor reading comprehension.
He has difficulty with word retrieval.
When telling a story, he often leaves out important background
details.
He has difficulty organizing his thoughts, which shows up most
clearly in his writing.
Jaden’s writing is also characterized by poor spelling.
Goal: Jaden will select the correct vocabulary word to complete a
sentence in 80% of trials using picture supports.
On the BrainHex quiz, Jaden scored as a “Seeker-Daredevil.”
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Activity
“History Mystery”
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Starting out
• Jaden is a “Seeker-daredevil”: Choose the prizes,
ranking, leaderboard, progress bar, limited
time/timing.
• Materials: Jaden’s history book (current unit),
blind bag of key terminology from book together
with representative pictures, sentences from
textbook where key terminology is missing, list of
prizes, Excel spreadsheet progress bar,
leaderboard, cell phone for timing.

39
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Step 1
SLP gives overview of today’s activity.
Jaden chooses prize from a list of prizes
before he begins.

40

Step 2
SLP reviews terminology with Jaden
using vocabulary learning strategies
and picture supports.
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Step 3
• SLP reviews activity:
• Today is Level 1: matching vocabulary words to
sentences using picture supports.
• Progress bar “tick” for every correct sentence
• A timer will be used for the duration of the activity.

Photo by CDC from unsplash.com
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Step 4
• For every sentence Jaden completes correctly,
he gets a progress bar tick.
• SLP uses smartphone with timer to time how
long “Level 1” takes.

Photo by William Iven on Unsplash
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Step 5
• Jaden’s ”stats” (progress bar totals, time)
are entered into leaderboard.
• Leaderboard may be posted in the SLP
room, carried around with the SLP, kept
digitally, etc.
• Suggestion: Only children who respond well
to the leaderboard are “on” the
leaderboard.

Photo by Sharon McCutcheon on Unsplash
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Step 6
• At the end of the session, Jaden receives a small prize that
he chose.
• SLP reviews next session’s goal and reminds Jaden of the
game rules: if he ”improves his stats” he gets a bigger prize.
But SLP notes that Jaden can still get a small prize like he did
today if he works hard.
• Note: “Improves stats” can mean different things: SLP has
to remind Jaden what those things are so he knows what the
rules are.

Photo by Joanna Kosinska on Unsplash
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What do we SLPs get out
of tailored gamification?
• Customization means that we keep the client in focus in therapy
design.

• We leverage what drives our clients to help them finish their
work.
• We can be alert to daily changes in feelings.
•

Not being where he wants to be on the leaderboard can motivate Jaden to try
harder. But it could end up being demotivating on other days.

• Game elements can help us in our record keeping for goals, but they
can also be irrelevant (we have to know the difference).
• “Timer” doesn’t work towards a goal—it’s just for fun.
• But “Progress bar” actually can help us keep our records:
successful trials/total trials.

Image credit: Jakayla Toney, unsplash.com
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Case 2
• Hayley is a 16 year old girl with autism spectrum disorder.
• Her expressive language is characterized by appropriate syntax,
but she uses vague words in conversation and writing. Her
receptive language is within normal limits.
• She has trouble paying attention in class, which is showing up in
missed homework and poor scores on tests.
• She has difficulty initiating conversation with others and tends
to monopolize most conversations with her peers. She loves
Disney and anime.
• Haley has anxiety and her parents report that she is very
nervous about getting the right answer, so she doesn’t speak up in
class.
• Haley has a goal to ask a follow-up question about a topic, with
a verbal prompt, in 3 out of 4 opportunities.
• On the BrainHex quiz, Hayley scored “Achiever-Conquerer.”
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Starting out
• Hayley is an “achiever-conquerer”:
=Team missions, points, badges, trophies, ranking,
leaderboard, surprise rewards, limited time
Activity: Integrate with classroom activity (i.e., introducing a
new unit in science class).
Materials: Current unit in class, or teacher’s upcoming test
from which you will make a list of 15 questions in groups of 5
that students must answer. Small prizes and larger prizes.
Badges. Purposefully make some questions vague in order to
stimulate questions from students.

48
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Step 1
• Review the concept of a “quiz game” with the
class.
• Three rounds, with 5 questions each round.
(Similar to a ”pub quiz” or “quiz bowl.”)
• Limited time.
• Books and notes can be used to answer the
material.
• Each team can get 1 bonus point if team member
asks a question about the material at “Question
Break Time”.
• Prizes each round, with a “big prize” at the end.
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Step 2
• Groups come up with a team name.
• Groups work together to answer questions you pose to the class.
• Keep a timer going on projector (5-ish minutes per question).
• SLP or teacher cues students to use book/notes.
• At the end of each round, have a “Question Break” where students are allowed to work
together to formulate and then ask clarification questions.
• Untimed or longer time
• Model good follow-up/clarification questions.
• Potentially write good questions on the board as exemplary attempts (a reward in
itself).
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Step 3
• At the end of each round, points are tallied
and the winning group gets a badge/small
prize (i.e. piece of candy).
• Scores are put up on the board at the end of
each round in a ranking/leaderboard.
• Introduce a “surprise reward” now and then.
Examples:
• The person who is being most helpful to others on
the team.
• The person who is using their notes/book.
• The person delegating tasks to others.
• The person allowing others to talk during
discussions.
• The person giving praise to others.

51
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Step 4

At the end of the activity, announce the
winners of each round and the overall
winner.
Be ready in case of a tie (either with
enough ‘big’ prizes or a tiebreaker
question)

Give prizes to team and praise teams,
noticing why they were effective as a
team (helping each other, not
dominating conversation, delegating,
using materials, etc.)

Make a personal note for your
records of how many times Hayley
asked a follow-up or clarification
question during the entire activity
(with given opportunities).
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What do we get from
this kind of gamified
activity?
• Authentic opportunities
for observing our clients
• Structured opportunities
for recording goals
• Peer modeling
• Collaboration with
teaching professionals
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What does Hayley
get?
• Opportunity to read and hear questions
from other students
• Multiple authentic practice opportunities
• Everyone is a novice (less pressure)
• Peer modeling
• The excitement of prizes, timed challenges,
and rankings
• Opportunity to ask questions without
“spotlight”—it’s all part of the game and
there is a team behind her
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Cultural considerations
Gamification, video games, and therapy
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Research is lacking on cultural considerations
for using gamified experiences with children

Gamification
vs.
video games

• Gamification has been studied in children, but children’s
cultural backgrounds have not been explicitly considered

There is some research on cultural dimensions
and video game play, so I will present that
research, as well as some cultural
considerations for gamified experiences in
adults
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Gender

• Women report greater social
benefits from gamification
(Koivisto & Hamari, 2014)
• Women report greater
enjoyment from collecting
badges as a reward as compared
to men (Codish & Ravid, 2017)

57
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Older individuals (>50 years old) find
gamified systems to be harder to use
(Koivisto & Hamari, 2014)

Age
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Race
• Understudied
• Controversial attempts to gamify history lessons (“Playing History:
Slave Trade” game)
• Game was ostensibly designed to teach children about the horrors of the
slave trade
• Many offensive and problematic aspects in the game
• “Would a young player be able to grasp the inhumanity of the slave trade?” (Thomas,
2015)
• "Put yourself in the shoes of a black child," Bruce said, "watching their white classmates
playing […] with people that look like you." (Bruce, quoted in Thomas, 2015)
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Institutions
• In a qualitative study of teachers in
higher education institutions
(Sánchez-Mena & Martí-Parreño,
2017), the following barriers to
implementing gamification were
identified:
•
•
•
•

Student apathy
Subject fit
Classroom dynamics
Lack of resources
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Videogames:
Your experiences?

61

Women and gaming
• Our field is primarily female (96%) and younger than
44 years old (59%) (ASHA, 2019)
• Decades of different access results in uneven
exposure to videogames and a variety of attitudes
towards them
• Video gamers who identify as female have steadily
increased since the 1990s, representing 41% of all
gamers now (ESB 2020 Survey)

(Photo credit): Gettyimages.com/Jose Luis Pelaez Inc
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Young videogamers
• Children play video games with their parents
(or grandparents!) as well as with peers (66%,
ESRB 2020).
• Girls are as likely to play videogames as boys.
• The racial divide in videogame play is
lessening: In the next ten years, 57% of
videogamers will be People of Color.
• Sandbox games (like Minecraft and Roblox) are
some of the most popular games for children.
• Children may have attended a ‘coding camp’ or
learned about coding at school.

(Image credit: ESB Professional/Shutterstock.com)
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Race,
representation,
and video
games

• Black and Latinx youth spend more time per day
playing video games on average than white youth
(Center on Media…, 2011)
• However, Black, Hispanic, Latinx, Native
American, and Asian American people are
underrepresented in the characters portrayed in
video games (Williams et al., 2009)
• In addition, characters of color are often
portrayed stereotypically or only appear in
certain contexts, such as in sports games or in
violent roles (Peckham, 2020)
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Religion
• Popular mainstream games like Halo or Assassin’s Creed use religion as a narrative tool
or plot device.
• Video games have been thought to be frivolous and have no real relation to reality. But
this is not the case (Campbell & Grieve, 2014).
• Apple rejected the game “Endgame: Syria” in 2012 because it was perceived to
target a specific race, culture, a real government.
• After a video game called “Resistance: Fall of Man” was released, the Church of
England claimed that the depiction of an actual physical cathedral in the game
desecrated the cathedral.
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Disabilities

• In a 2015 article examining 152
families, parents of children
with Autism who were between
the ages of 8 and 12 were
supportive of video game play,
especially if they felt the games
promoted their child’s
communication development.
• Children with ASD played
games at the same frequency
as children without, regardless
of severity of ASD. They also
played the same types of
games (Finke et al., 2015).
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Stewart Duncan and “AutCraft”
• Stewart Duncan made a Minecraft
server for people with Autism and
families
• Premise: Keep kids safe when playing
Minecraft
• Rewards based on cooperation
and kindness—not “how well
you play”
• What happened while they played?
• Literacy gains from peer
modeling
• Communication gains
• Social gains from peers
TedxYorkU talk (11 minutes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5AUjQyFAaw
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Safe gameplay
• Talk to kids about what is appropriate “during school”
• If they are working with you, it’s “School”.
• Ex. “We don’t do things with guns in school, so we aren’t going to play with shooting games at
Speech.”
• If relevant, talk to children about online bullying and/or social rules. Kids may have an
experience they need to share. Refer to Psych if necessary.
• Ex. “We don’t call people names when we play.”
• Ex. “That person made a hurtful choice. That doesn’t feel good.”
• Keep parents involved
• Every family has their own rules about videogames.
• When (If you use games in therapy, do kids ”lose” game time later?)
• What (Are kids allowed to play any type of game, or only certain games?)
• Who (Do parents need to be present when kids are playing games?)
• Where/How (Do parents forbid the use of online servers?)

• Parents need to understand why you are including videogames in therapy (Similar to how you
justify using board games in therapy: We have guardrails and goals, we are not “just playing”).
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Thank you for your attention!
• hamilsm@ucmail.uc.edu
• I’d love to hear from you!
• How are you using gamification in your practice?
• Would you like to consult on our gamified ultrasound
biofeedback game?
• Can I help you in your practice in some way with my
research?
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